Background Although efficient designs have sample size advantages for discrete choice experiments (DCEs), it has been hypothesised that they may result in biased estimates owing to some respondents using simplistic heuristics. Objectives The main objective was to provide a case study documenting that many respondents choose on the basis of a single attribute when exposed to highly efficient DCE designs but switch to a conventional multi-attribute decision rule when the design efficiency was lowered (resulting in less need to trade across all attributes). Additional objectives included comparisons of the sizes of the estimated coefficients and characterisation of heterogeneity, thus providing evidence of the magnitude of bias likely present in highly efficient designs. Methods Five hundred and twenty-five respondents participating in a wider end-of-life survey each answered two DCEs that varied in their design efficiency. The first was a Street and Burgess 100 % efficient Orthogonal Main Effects Plan design (2 7 in 8), using the top and bottom levels of all attributes. The second DCE comprised one eighth of the full Orthogonal Main Effects Plan in 32 pairs, (a 2 9 4 6 ). Linear probability models estimated every respondent's complete utility function in DCE1. The number of respondents answering on the basis of one attribute level was noted, as was the proportion of these who then violated this rule in DCE2, the less efficient DCE. Latent class analyses were used to identify heterogeneity. Results Sixty per cent of respondents answered all eight tasks comprising DCE1 using a single attribute; most used the rule ''choose cheapest end-of-life care plan''. However, when answering the four less efficient tasks in DCE2, one third of these (20 % overall) then traded across attributes at least once. Among those whose decision rule could not be described qualitatively, latent class models identified two classes; compared to class one, class two was more concerned with quality rather than cost of care and wished to die in an institution rather than at home. Higher efficiency was also associated with smaller regression coefficients, suggesting either weaker preferences or lower choice consistency (larger errors). Conclusion This is the first within-subject study to investigate the association between DCE design efficiency and utility estimates. It found that a majority of people did not trade across attributes in the more efficient design but that one third of these then did trade in the less efficient design. More within-subject studies are required to establish how common this is. It may be that future DCEs should attempt to maximise some joint function of statistical and cognitive efficiency to maximise overall efficiency and minimise bias.
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Introduction
Discrete choice experiments (DCEs) [1, 2] are now a routine method for eliciting preferences for goods or services with countless applications in health [3] . DCEs increasingly incorporate highly efficient designs to estimate the utility parameters. The benefits of these designs are: to increase power; limit the number of choice tasks required to estimate the parameters; and exploit the fact that it has been proven that efficient designs, if informed by pilot data on preferences, are relatively robust to incorrect priors [4] . Moreover, software to produce these designs is increasingly available.
Although efficient designs have their advantages, Rose and Bliemer note that there is a trade-off between statistical efficiency and the respondents' ability to complete the choice tasks [4] . In particular, higher levels of statistical efficiency almost always are achieved by reducing 'level overlap', the number of attributes that take the same level across the alternatives in a choice task. This means respondents must trade across more of the attributes; fewer attributes can be 'ignored because of taking the same level across the alternatives'. If the choice tasks then become overly complicated, then despite statistical efficiency, respondents may resort to simplistic decision rules that do not reflect their true preferences, a heuristic, such as ''choose lowest cost option'', to get through the task. Clearly, this then becomes an issue of bias, not merely efficiency: the researcher will estimate the wrong functional form for the utility function, for example ''choose lowest cost alternative'' rather than ''choose lowest cost alternative subject to achieving some minimum degree of quality'' because the respondent has not stated his or her true preferences. This is in addition to the well-known potential limitations of efficient designs such as the fact efficiency is defined with respect to the true, but unknown, utility function.
This study employs two designs to shed light on the extent to which heuristics may be present in more efficient designs. An additional motivation for using a double design is that it has been known since at least 1993 [5] that two datasets are required to estimate the relative variance scale parameter: means and variances on the latent utility scale are confounded in estimates from all logit and probit models [6, 7] . This means an observed large choice frequency is consistent with a strong preference (high mean) and/or high choice consistency (low variance). However, knowing the scale parameter in one dataset relative to another tells us in which dataset respondents answered more consistently (i.e. made fewer errors). In principle, this allows the researcher to decompose means and variances, in other words, properly understand how much of a large observed frequency is owing to a strong preference and how much is owing to high choice 'certainty' [8] .
In this study, which focused on obtaining preferences for better end-of-life care, participants completed a paired DCE that nested two designs. One was an efficient Street and Burgess Orthogonal Main Effects Plan (OMEP) design made possible by using only the seven attribute end-points (the top and bottom levels of any four-level attributes producing a 2 7 design) in eight pairs and the other a less efficient design in four pairs, each involving a profile from the complete design (in 32) compared with a constant 'middling' comparator. We hypothesised that:
1. Simple observation of the eight choices in the first (Street and Burgess) design would show a non-trivial number of respondents whose decision rule in that design would be deterministic (without error) and describable on the basis of a single attribute level, such as ''always choose profile with lowest cost''. 2. Simple observation of the four choices in the second design would show a non-trivial proportion of these respondents would violate that decision rule in this second, easier design. For instance, a respondent who chose the profile with the lowest cost on all eight occasions in the first design would choose a profile with a higher cost on at least one of the four occasions in design two. 3. Regressing the parameters of the second design against the first would produce an estimated variance scale parameter that was greater than one. In other words, variances on the latent scale in design two would be smaller than those in design one, indicating that respondents who actually conformed to random utility theory were more consistent in design two, despite its lower statistical efficiency.
Methods
To investigate the effects of different levels of statistical efficiency on a given respondent's decision rule it is necessary to: (1) administer two or more designs, and (2) ensure at least one of these allows elicitation of his/her complete utility function, in other words, is not blocked into versions. If the second condition is not satisfied, the researcher risks making ecological fallacies. One example of this would be an erroneous conclusion that a respondent is behaving differently in response to the different designs when the differences in the design-specific estimated utility functions are in fact due to block effects. However, ecological fallacies may work in the other direction: averaging may cause the sample level estimated coefficients across two designs to be similar when certain respondents may be responding to the designs in ways which, although very different, are undetectable using blocked designs. For example, averaging adversely impacts the researcher's ability to distinguish conventional economic decision rules from non-probabilistic heuristics such as ''always choose profile with lowest cost''. This is another manifestation of the problem identified with the ''death state'' in economic evaluation [9] : logit and probit models will appear to give sensible answers when they have, in fact, averaged over some respondents whose latent utilities are strictly speaking ± infinity. More formally, a zero frequency for ONE respondent (indicating infinity utility on the latent scale), plus a positive frequency for ANOTHER respondent (indicating a quantifiable utility on the latent scale) sums to a positive frequency (indicating a quantifiable utility in total, which violates mathematical laws involving infinity).
Design
The intention of this study was to use a within-subject design to investigate the effects that efficient designs might have on estimated preferences. When D-efficiency is maximised in a DCE, it is usually the case that attributes have little to no ''level overlap''. In other words, a given attribute presents different levels in the (for example) two profiles on offer in a choice set. Respondents must then trade across most or all attributes, which may make the task particularly cognitively burdensome. Before progressing to constructing the designs, attributes and levels had to be identified. The DCE attributes and levels are shown in Table 1 .
The intention was to use two designs with the following properties.
1. Design 1 (DCE1 hereafter) was to be highly efficient, based upon an OMEP available from standard catalogues. It was desired that all respondents should answer the complete OMEP, i.e. it would not require respondents to be blocked to answer different versions (to maximise ability to make comparisons, as outlined above, and minimise reductions in the effective sample size). Finally, it should be capable of estimating a utility function for every respondent. 2. Design 2 (DCE2 hereafter) was to be less efficient, ideally by being a cognitively easier task, and presenting the full OMEP (in 32 choice sets) would probably necessitate blocking into versions given constraints on the overall survey length.
However, in constructing DCE1, an orthogonal main effects plan to estimate all attribute levels would require 32 choice sets. Even this single design would be too large, given that the DCE was to be part of a larger survey and that the study team decided that a maximum of 8-12 choice sets per respondent could be administered. Thus, an ''end-point'' design that omitted intermediate levels and made the problem a 2 7 (in eight choice sets) was used. In other words, the six four-level attributes had their two ''middle levels'' omitted, making all seven attributes a ''two-level attribute''.
Using an end-point design such as DCE1 had advantages and disadvantages. A disadvantage was that by presenting only the top and bottom levels of each attribute, we could not estimate utility functions with nonlinear attributes. However, because (1) the range of values spanned was wide and unaffected, (2) heterogeneity in preferences is usually most detectable in the estimates of the extreme levels [10] and (3) the attributes were not expected to exhibit maximum (or minimum) utility for intermediate levels, the focus on end-points was not unreasonable.
Another advantage of the end-point design for DCE1 was that it allowed us to estimate a regression model for every respondent: the eight parameters (seven attribute values plus an alternative specific constant, to measure any systematic tendency to choose ''left'' or ''right'') could be estimated from the eight data points. Any estimated model would be saturated, have zero degrees of freedom, so standard errors could not be estimated, although these were not of interest.
Although a regression model providing estimates of the decision rule can in theory be estimated for every respondent, in practice, certain models cannot always be run. For example, any limited dependent variable model such as a logit-or probit-based regression model (run for a single respondent) would be incapable of dealing with a respondent who made no errors: the logit/probit link functions assume that 100 % probability is only achieved with infinite utility on the latent scale.
However, a linear probability model (LPM) that estimated the probabilities (of choosing attribute levels), rather than the latent utilities, could be estimated for every respondent. LPMs are not appropriate for estimating DCE utility parameters owing to their well-known deficiencies of using an incorrect link function that estimates the choice probabilities (not the true latent utilities) and their tendency to sometimes provide probability estimates outside the zero to one interval. However, this estimation of choice probabilities meant they could be used to enable easy identification of respondents who used simple decision rules without any error.
Thus, the respondents with a 1.0 coefficient for a single attribute could then be identified directly from a dataset constructed by concatenating (stacking) the regression coefficients of each respondent (with each person's eight coefficients set out as a row). Whilst some respondents would be expected to provide a coefficient of 1.0 for a single attribute simply owing to chance, the extensive qualitative work to ensure a sufficiently wide set of levels for each attribute means that this should rarely occur. Indeed non-trivial numbers of respondents demonstrating such behaviour would be evidence of the phenomenon Rose and Bliemer noted, namely respondents resorting to simplistic heuristics that do not reflect their true utility function.
This identification of the complete decision rule of a single respondent from an LPM relies on the assumption that the true decision rule is additive: the respondent used the main effects only and none of the interactions when internally constructing the utility of a given profile. However, although researchers are generally advised to use designs that allow them to test for interactions, it is also acknowledged that the large number of additional choice sets required to estimate these probably make that aim unachievable in the context of estimating individual decision rules [10] .
In constructing the required highly efficient main effects design, DCE1 was a Street and Burgess design in which the second profile in every choice set was constructed simply as the fold-over of the first (flipping the levels). This had the consequence of ensuring zero overlap of levels. Rotation of levels in coding was first performed to ensure there were no dominated profiles [11] .
This half of the overall end-of-life study was still required to provide estimates for all levels of all attributes. Because DCE1 did not estimate middle (interior) levels of four-level attributes, Design 2 (DCE2 hereafter), the less efficient design, had to do so and therefore the OMEP (in 32) had to be blocked. Given the moderately large sample size, coupled with the potentially large amount of information anticipated from DCE1, it was decided to use a design with only 40-50 % efficiency where a constant ''middling attractiveness'' profile was always paired with one that was allowed to have extreme levels. This had the (intuitive) effect of forcing the respondent to decide if (s)he was willing to 'even out' the extremes of the profile, by giving up the most attractive features to eradicate the least attractive ones. Because the non-constant profile came from an OMEP in 32 (blocked into eight versions, each of size four), it was inevitable that some pairs had overlap on key attributes (see Supplementary Material).
Analysis was conducted using: (1) LPMs to identify decision rules (but not to estimate the parameters of the utility functions themselves, for reasons given above) using Stata 10MP and (2) a scale-adjusted latent class model (estimating conditional logit models within classes, but allowing the estimates of the parameters of the utility function to vary across classes) using Latent Gold Choice 4.5 with Syntax Module. The scale adjustment allowed respondents to differ in their (variance) scale parameter; thus, two respondents with identical preferences but different choice consistency would be assigned to the same preference class, but different scale classes.
Analysis: Linear Probability Models
After estimating LPMs, we classified every respondent's decision rule in DCE1. Simple sorting in Stata by attribute allowed us to identify those respondents using uni-dimensional deterministic rules such as ''always choose profile with lowest cost''. We then simply examined their four choices in DCE2 to check whether, and if so how many, respondents made at least one choice in DCE2 that explicitly violated their estimated DCE1 decision rule.
It is important to note that these analyses simply classified respondents on the basis of decision rules. They did not, and could not, provide utility estimates associated with the decision rules. To provide these, logit-based models had to be estimated. Because scale (consistency of responses) was hypothesised to vary by design (and potentially by respondent), a scale-adjusted model was required.
Analysis: Latent Class Models
Scale adjusted latent class (SALC) logit-based analyses were conducted using Latent Gold 4.5 Choice plus Syntax Module [12] on the data from DCE1 and DCE2 separately for those respondents who exhibited decision rules in DCE1 that were not deterministic ones based on a single attribute level. The Bayes information criterion (BIC) statistics were used to choose the optimal model. The parameter estimates from each DCE were compared to provide an indication of the relative size of the variance scale factor. The Swait and Louviere test for data pooling [5] , as a more formal procedure for estimating the relative scale parameter, was also conducted and results were used to rescale the data from DCE2 to allow DCE1 and DCE2 data to be pooled. Pooling the data allowed us to increase statistical precision and draw upon the strengths of both DCEs: DCE1 provided powerful individual level estimates, but only involving the top and bottom levels, whilst DCE2 allowed estimation of the utilities of the intermediate levels.
Reinstating Definite 'Sampling Zero' Respondents
The analyses above were conservative: they assumed that all respondents using a simple uni-attribute decision rule in DCE1 were using a simplistic heuristic that may not have represented their true preferences. This assumption was not unreasonable because the Street and Burgess design required respondents to trade across all attribute simultaneously. This is probably the most difficult DCE task possible. Thus, those respondents had been deleted from analysis. It is possible that some of these deleted individuals were not, in fact, resorting to a simplistic heuristic: the zeroes for their non-preferred attributes in the LPM were not true (structural) zeroes but sampling zeroes: on another occasion when answering DCE1 we may have observed them make different choices. Either they truly value one attribute, or the random utility terms were such that on this occasion they appeared to value one attribute in DCE1. Such individuals could be reinstated to the analysis to potentially increase precision in the coefficients. The most likely respondents to satisfy this condition are those who exhibited uni-attribute decision making in DCE1 but who then unequivocally violated this rule in DCE2: they chose, on at least one occasion, a profile that had a less-preferred level of the attribute they valued in DCE1.
Therefore, as a sensitivity analysis, such respondents were reinstated. The SALC analyses were then repeated to check for stability of the solution, as defined in Flynn [13] . In particular, latent class models can produce local maxima where the log-likelihood is ''on a hill, but not the mountain'' and spurious solutions where the estimated utility function of one or more classes makes no sense on intuitive grounds; adding respondents should not fundamentally alter the characterisation of the estimated utility function of existing respondents, merely provide additional insights into the estimated utility function(s).
Data
Details of the survey can be found in Finkelstein et al. [14] . A summary follows here. The DCE analysed in this paper was part of a national survey fielded in Singapore between October 2011 and August 2012 to elicit end-of-life care preferences of older Singaporeans aged 50 years and over. Trained interviewers administered two versions of the paper survey in English, Mandarin, Malay or Tamil to 1067 respondents (a 63 % response rate).
Given the relatively large sample size for a DCE, 542 respondents were administered the DCE with a Street and Burgess design only and the remaining 525 respondents were administered a DCE with the two designs described in detail above. Whereas Finkelstein et al. based their analyses on the 542 respondents administered the Street and Burgess design, the current analyses have been conducted using data from the 525 respondents administered the DCE with the two designs. The study was approved by the National University of Singapore Institutional Review Board. Table 2 presents demographic characteristics for the patients, together with those for the Singapore census population aged 50 years plus. Sample respondents were slightly older and less educated compared with the population; there was also a higher proportion of Malays among the sample (14.9 %). These differences were driven by differences in survey response rate by ethnicity and socioeconomic status. Study respondents may have been poorer on average than the general population, although 30 % of the respondents did not report their household income.
Results
Analysis of DCE1 showed clear evidence of serious variance heterogeneity on the latent scale (heteroscedasticity): many respondents chose with error, whilst many others chose without error.
Analysis: Linear Probability Models
The LPM of DCE1 identified 317 of the 525 respondents (60.4 %) who chose on the basis of a single (though not all the same) attribute with 100 % probability (deterministic respondents). Columns one and two of Table 3 contain a breakdown of their decision rules:
One hundred and eleven of these 317 deterministic respondents in DCE1 were found to have violated their decision rule in DCE2. For instance, 69 of the 196 respondents who always chose the lowest cost plan in DCE1 chose a plan that was not the least expensive on at least one occasion in DCE2. Column four shows how many did this for each uni-dimensional decision rule identified. It is important to note that some of the remaining 127 might also have chosen a more expensive plan on another occasion: for those who might have, it is merely that the four choices they were offered:
• gave them pairs of plans that did not differ in terms of cost, and/or, • gave them pairs of plans that did differ, but the net benefits of the more expensive plan were insufficient to make them choose it in preference to the lower cost one.
In other words, DCE2 was not powered to adequately identify individual level decision rules (it had negative degrees of freedom at the individual level); by observing the four choices made we could merely identify some respondents who unequivocally violated their DCE1 deterministic decision rule. Notwithstanding this, the four choice tasks of DCE2 were sufficient to show that more than a third of the deterministic respondents of DCE1 were in fact trading off between attributes when the design was less statistically efficient.
Scale-adjusted Latent Class Analyses of Designs 1 and 2
SALC analyses were run for the 208 remaining respondents on the DCE1 and DCE2 data separately. The BIC statistics (results not shown) suggested that, in each DCE, the optimal model had only one preference class with one scale, which corresponds to the special case of the multinomial logit model. This was not entirely unexpected: all respondents with deterministic preferences based on a single attribute level had already been deleted from the dataset (although there may have remained some respondents with almost deterministic preferences that the regression was under-powered to identify). Table 4 contains the multinomial logit model estimates for each model. It is important to note that these estimates may not be comparable because of possible differences in (variance) scale. The fact that DCE2 estimates are substantially larger than those for DCE1 suggests that respondents exhibited much greater consistency in DCE2. Regressing the coefficients against one another gives DCE2 = 2.2*DCE1, Rsq = 0.86. This suggests that the relative scale factor to transform DCE1 estimates into DCE2 estimates is around 2 (which can probably be eyeballed from Table 4 ), although it is important to note that if any design-induced bias still remains, then this figure represents a ''relative scale plus relative bias'' factor. However, the size of this is notable: DCE1 was ''as difficult as it could be'' by ensuring no overlap in attribute levels in a pair. The (more formal) Swait and Louviere (1993) test for data pooling indicated a relative scale factor of 2.263.
All of the DCE2 independent variables were multiplied by 2.263, leaving those for DCE1 unchanged. This 'netted out' the relative scale factor effect, on average eliminating any between design scale heterogeneity. Because the DCEspecific results had previously suggested no between-respondent scale heterogeneity in either DCE, standard latent class analyses were conducted (on the combined DCE1 and DCE2 data) to identify preference heterogeneity. The table summary statistics for those models are available from the authors on request. A two-preference class model had the lowest BIC statistic. However, preferences for three attributes (severity of pain, amount of informal care and length of survival) appeared not to vary by class. Therefore, these were made independent of class in order of p values from the Wald test of equality (results available on request). These three restrictions were accepted; payment source might also be restricted but in these models we often use less strict levels of significance when sample sizes are small. Model estimates are given in Table 5 . The classes were approximately Bolded figures indicate attribute preferences that are large and define that class's main characteristic equal in size (105 and 103, respectively). Compared with class one, class two is generally less consistent with respect to cost, is more sensitive to higher levels of quality of care and desires to die in an institution.
Reinstating Definite 'Sampling Zero' Respondents
In conducting the above analyses, all respondents who exhibited choices that were consistent with uni-attribute deterministic decision making (such as ''pick alternative with lowest cost'') had first been eliminated. As described in Sect. 2, analysis to date has assumed that the zeros in the estimated LPM models were structural zeros so as to minimise the likelihood of bias. However, the use of two DCEs had a particular advantage: for example, for respondents who had always chosen the plan with the lowest cost in DCE1 but who then chose a more expensive plan in at least one pair from DCE2, the (non cost attribute) zero frequencies observed in DCE1 were, in fact, sampling, not structural, zeros. Those respondents were re-instated in the analyses. Columns 3 and 4 in Table 3 split the 525 -208 = 317 respondents who had been eliminated for stage one analyses. One hundred and eleven were clearly not deterministic uni-dimensional decision-makers in DCE2 and therefore were candidates for re-instatement into the DCE. In effect, their zero frequencies in DCE1 were now assumed to be sampling zeros, not structural zeros: we did not present them with choices that induced them to trade off their preferred attribute. An alternative hypothesis is that DCE1 (at the very least) suffered from demand-induced design artefacts: the design-induced heuristics in behaviour did not represent true preferences.
The parameter estimates for the preferred three-preference class model are given in Table 6 .
The size of the three classes were n = 137, n = 119 and n = 63. The cross-tabulation of membership against the final model for n = 208 showed that class one from the smaller sample maps fairly cleanly into class one in the larger sample. Most of class two (from the smaller sample) maps into new class two. The 111 reinstated respondents are split into class two and a new class three, which is almost deterministic in cost and is approximately the right size, given that 69 of these people were observed to be like this in DCE1.
It is clear that whilst the conservative analysis using the sample of n = 208 provides a good picture of preferences, the larger sample of n = 319 (including reinstated individuals) is also reasonable, provided both designs are pooled properly (i.e. after adjusting for scale): the 111 reinstated respondents are distributed across existing classes in a reasonable manner and the latent class analysis separates out most members of the largest homogeneous subset of these, the ''lowest cost'' people, to form a new class.
Discussion
This study has several key findings. When answering a Street and Burgess optimal design, 60 % of respondents exhibited a perfectly consistent decision rule based on one attribute, with around 40 % of respondents consistently choosing the treatment with lowest cost. However, around one third of these 60 % (i.e. one fifth overall) appeared to use a different decision rule in the less efficient DCE. This is probably a lower bound on the numbers who did so: level overlap plus a small number of tasks (only four) meant that DCE2 was unsuitable for unequivocally ruling out deterministic uni-dimensional decision rules in many cases. Additional evidence that it was some characteristic of the efficient design itself that led more people to use such a simplifying heuristic is suggested from the other half of the sample that was used by Finkelstein et al. [14] . That study used a Sawtooth Software highly efficient (based on D-efficiency criteria) Bayesian design suggested a rate of perfectly consistent uni-dimensional preference behaviour that was between the rates observed in DCEs 1 and 2 here.
Comparison of the parameter estimates from DCE1 and DCE2 (among those respondents who were not deleted owing to random utility theory violations) is instructive. That parameter estimates from DCE2 were approximately twice as large as those from DCE1 indicates much greater choice consistency in responses on average across choice sets. Variation in choice consistency, when looked for, has been found to be associated with any of a large number of factors, some inherent to the respondent and others to the study design itself [15] . Clearly, whilst there might be some variation in choice consistency associated with age and education in these data, the relative difficulty of the two designs is likely the primary driver of differences in scale. Two additional factors may be fatigue and learning effects. An easier task or learning effect would increase the coefficients from DCE2 because the four DCE2 pairs always appeared after the eight DCE1 pairs (owing to the need for a small number of study versions given the pencil and paper method of data collection). Fatigue would do the opposite: less engagement with the task would lead to lower choice consistency (and coefficients owing to greater variances). That over 100 respondents (the ''reinstated'' ones) seemed to use a different decision rule in DCE2 suggests that learning effects were not a primary explanation for our findings: otherwise respondents would have likely continued using their uni-attribute deterministic decision rule in DCE2.
In terms of future implications, the within-subject nature of the study reported here is a major contribution to the DCE design literature. It provided evidence of design artefacts, a phenomenon that although hypothesised by global DCE experts in multiple fields [16] [17] [18] has only recently received serious empirical attention in the DCE literature (mostly by those same authors). To our knowledge, this is the first published within-subject study to investigate associations between DCE design efficiency and decision rules. However, a peer-reviewed conference paper by Giergiczny and Czajkowski [19] detailed a DCE that also used a Street and Burgess highly efficient design, coupled with the use of individual level models. The authors found high rates of decision making based on single-attribute levels, in common with our findings. That respondents might interact strategically with the design constitutes a serious concern and a failure of incentive compatibility [17] , a crucial test of a good preference survey. The full extent of this problem is currently unknown: Hensher and Collins find some evidence of it and one of their suggestions for future work, varying task complexity, is in accord with anecdotal evidence from Louviere that heuristics may be more prevalent in ''more difficult'' efficient designs. However, this does not mean efficient designs per se are to be avoided: Rose and Bliemer note that they must simply be used with care and their software allows a variety of constraints to be included. It may be the case that the researcher will be required to specify information that allows the program to maximise some joint function of statistical and cognitive efficiency. However, that depends upon whether the phenomena observed here are replicated in other contexts.
One solution is for researchers to start administering two or more different DCEs in their studies. Any such withinsubject studies should ideally impose Latin squares on the choice sets [16] , which alter the order in which choice sets are presented to different respondents in a systematic way (allowing, for instance, a complete model to be estimated from question 1, from question 2). Internet-based surveys mean that such tests can be conducted with less expense and more quickly than in the past. Such tests, using two or more designs, will have added benefits (as in this study) by providing insights into the mean-variance confound that is inherent to all DCE data. However, despite the benefits of Internet-based surveys, administering two DCEs inevitably imposes practical costs (not least in terms of time), which are often high if the stated preference study is part of a larger clinical study (which is frequently the case).
There may be alternatives to the ''two DCE'' solution, which would also answer the question ''which DCE, if any, is producing unbiased parameter estimates?'' The first is simply to collect revealed preference (real market) data. However, the usual caveats apply here: such data often do not exist in healthcare and when they do, frequently provide only a limited number of choices (often just one purchase/treatment decision), which restricts the ability of the researcher to fully identify the respondent's utility function. A second, promising, solution that requires only stated preferance data comes from psychology and involves response times, the first type of physiological data to successfully validate choice models estimated within a random utility model. The Linear Ballistic Accumulator model achieved this (in a health setting) [20] , but ongoing work will determine how well it can identify the ''correct'' utility function when two or more are elicited from the choice data. A third potential solution, involving partial profiles (fewer attributes) is possible, but vulnerable to two problems: there may be interactions involving the ''unseen'' attributes, and respondents may infer things about those unseen attributes (and do so differently to each other, adding even more systematic errors to estimates).
Finally, one common practice to remove the influence of scale is to divide the level coefficients of one attribute by another, typically a cost attribute, in efforts to generate estimates of willingness to pay (WTP). Research comparing estimates in WTP space with those from utility space [21, 22] has found discrepancies between the two, suggesting that researchers undertaking this ''trick'' (to cancel the scale estimate from numerator and denominator) may be deriving a false sense of security. Thus, if the respondents' choices are being influenced by the experimental design (as suggested here), then estimating models in WTP space is no solution.
Conclusion
This study suggests that using single DCE designs, and especially highly efficient designs, can lead to biases of unknown magnitude. Studies that include multiple designs of varying complexity are more likely to yield unbiased estimates and insights into the potential causes of these biases. Further work to identify the characteristics of individuals who respond differently to different designs is essential: knowing who these people are may help the design of future DCEs. There is also a need for further work to investigate whether the phenomena found here exist in other contexts.
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